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fhe ideol hewy duty shuker
The EFL 2000 series are

rugged no nonsense
shakers ideal for on site
and heavy duty
applications.

o Simple to operate
o Quick release
clamps that
ensure consistent
clamping pressure

o Low noise level
e Accommodates
sieves from
200mm to 315mm
diameter

o
o

Fitted with antivibration feet
5 - 60 minute timer
or continuous
setting

Timer
0-60 mins

When heavy or large bulk samples need
to be analysed it's important to use a
shaker that is built for the job.
The EFL has been specially designed to
operate with heavy samples without the
loss of performance. lt is equipped with a
dynamic power source that ensures the
right vibration is imparted to the sieves
and sample for fast, accurate and
reproducible tests. The vertical
movement is fixed ensuring the sample
spends maximum time seeking apertures
rather than being suspended in mid air.
The unique vibratory action also helps
keep the apertures clear and free from

blinding.
The EFL shaker is fitted with a unique
clamping device that ensures sieves are
held firmly without over-tightening and
allows them to be quickly removed and
replaced.
The timer can be pre-set for any duration
up to 60 minutes or continuous. Noncorrodible, non-metallic springs are fitted
making the EFL maintenance free.

SPECIFICATIONS
Diometer 51Omrn (Hondles 2x35mm)
Unpocked Weight: 83kg
Pocked Weight: 1O6kg
Power Supply:

230V 50Hz 4B5VA

I I 5V 6OHz 39OVA
Other voltoges on request

For 200mm diometer sieves

Model EFL2000/l
Height excluding rods: 330mm

Accommodqtes lid ond receiver ond up
to B full height or I B holf height sieves of
200mm/8".
For 250mm ond 300mml'l2" sieves
Model EFL2000/2
Height excluding rods 33omm

Accommodotes lid ond receiver ond.up
to 7 full height or l2 holf height sieves of
300mm/l 2"; 7 full heighi sieves of
25omm; or l2 full height 24 holf height
sieves

of

200mm/8",

